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What is the Fearless Female Collective?
Fearless Female Collective is a place for women in business to come and be inspired to work to-
wards achieving your goals. The founders behind Beautiful Crazy Life are both working Mums who 
have been running successful businesses over the past 13 years. We are also Mum’s to 11 children  
collectively between our families. It is safe to say that we lead beautiful and crazy lives.

We believe that when women work together we can have amazing success in our life. We believe 
that you can have a successful business and you can raise your family while earning a healthy 
income and have a career that provides you with the flexibility that is needed to be there for your 
family too.

You just need the right team to create your dream life.

Create. Achieve. Inspire.

Meet Colleen Amos
I currently live on the Central Coast, with my husband Andrew, and our ‘ precious’ 7 children; Chloe, 
Jasmine, Laura, Tara, Jaxon, Mia and Emilie. 

I have been working online for over 10 years, since our first daughter Chloe was just 6 months old. 
As an Executive Assistant from my previous ‘life’, I harnessed all the skills I had learnt in that time 
to start my own Virtual Assistant business. I serviced clients from all around the globe, all from the 
comfort of our lounge room. 

Fast forward 10 years, through 5 pregnancies, 5 births and with the constant juggle of a ‘crazy life’ 
the idea of sharing my journey through the craziness of life as an overworked, overwhelmed and 
tired mum, embracing how ‘beautiful’ life can be regardless.
 

Meet Nicole Davidson
I have been working in the online space for around 12 years now and have built my business up to 
a point where I have a career but also able to work around the life of my children. Something that 
is the utmost importance to me. I love that I can balance my working life around the kids - even if 
that means sometimes I work crazy hours.

I work my business around my four amazing children - Charlie, Alex, Zara and Aidan. They are 
simply my motivation for creating a business that allows flexibility to be there no matter what for 
the kids. 

I love online marketing and have had huge success with my marketing over the years and want to 
share my knowledge with others. I have run two businesses and had a few other crazy ideas of the 
years. I have had successes, I have made mistakes (huge ones) and built a great network along 
the way. 
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How to Use This Planner?
This planner is a great starting point to plan out your goals for the next 12 months.

We believe to get the most out of this planner it is important to be fully present throughout the 
process.

Set aside some time to complete this planner without distractions. Turn off your email, phone and 
social media accounts to ensure you are focussed.

Print it out and complete as many questions as possible.
 ͌ Create a planner folder so that you always have your goals and vision on hand.
 ͌ Create a vision board to represent your goals. 
 ͌ Use this planner to review your goals each month to see how you are tracking.

Remember there are no right or wrong answers. Just write what feels authentic and realistic to 
you.

Make it Fun 
If you would like to become more accountable to yourself then why not get a group of friends 
around and go through your planner together.

Setting goals and intentions can be fun when doing them together. It can also inspire and moti-
vate you more when interacting with others. 

You can even create your own mini-mastermind and keep each other accountable. 

Grab an accountability buddy and get started right away.
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Reflection
“We do not learn 
from experience.. 

we learn from 
reflecting on 
experience” 

 
~ John Dewey ~
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Let's Reflect on 2019
Before we begin to plan 2020, it is important to recognise  and acknowledge the past 12 months.

It is easy to forget your wins that you have achieve. Looking at your past achievements help to 
inspire confidence in your abilities. 

Let’s revisit the past 12 months and recognise your achievements. It is also important to look at  
any mistakes that you made and what you can learn from and improve on in the next 12 months.

List our all of your achievements in 2019.

What connections/partnerships have you made that have had a positive impact on 
your business?

What aspects of your business do you want to leave behind because they no longer 
serve any purpose in the new year?
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What lessons did you learn?

What limitating beliefs did you smash through this year?

What distractions do you need to eliminate?
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Your Vision
"Once you have your big 
vision, you must learn to 

navigate your days and weeks to make 
that vision come to life"
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Your Vision & Business Goals
One of the most important things you can do is to write out and visualise your goals. The following 
questions will help you map out your vision, your why and your goals.

Your Vision Board
A vision board is a tool used to clarify, concentrate and maintain your focus on specific goals you 
have for your life and business. A vision board can simply be a collage of pictures from  
magazines, or can be done online using one of the many online tools available. 

N.B We love Pinterest for beautiful, captivating images. As well as images, you can use words, 
quotes, phrases or sentences to convey your desired outcomes. 

A Vision Board serves to:

 ͌ Clarify your vision
 ͌ Keep focus on your intentions
 ͌ Reinforce your daily affirmations

You can read our blog post on creating your own Vision Board here: www.fearlessfemalecollective.
co/business/how-to-create-your-vision-board/. The questions on the following pages will help to 
bring some of these ideas/intentions into focus, giving you inspiration for your Vision Board.

What is my vision for the next 12 months? What does my business  ideally look like? 
You can be as outrageous as you want. 

Develop you’re why? What or who inspires you? What excites or motivates you?
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In order to achieve your vision what are the TOP 3 Goals for the next 9 months?

In order to achieve your vision what are the TOP 3 Goals for the next 3 months?

In order to achieve your vision what are the TOP 3 Goals for the next 6 months?

NEXT
Go ahead and create your very own Vision Board.
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Financials
Prosperity within me, 

prosperity around me; abundance 
within me, abundance around me.

 
~Prasanna Vishwashrao~
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How much income do you want to make 
in 2020? Be specific on the dollar amount.

How much income do you need to make 
each month to achieve your goal? Work 
backwards from your yearly figure.

What sources of income do you have available to meet this income? Break it down 
into sales per month. For example, if you want to sell a website - how many do you 
need to sell to meet your monthly target? Are these numbers feasible?

It is important to take breaks when you run a business. Make sure you schedule 
time off throughout the year to avoid burnout.  If you want to take one month off per 
year then factor this into your monthly figures. You may need to earn more over 11 
months in order to take one month off.

Financials
To set your business up for success in the new year, it is essential you create solid financial goals 
for your business.  If you don’t usually create a business budget, it’s really important to do so.

Here are some reasons why:

 ͌ It gives you time to plan big expenses that you need to set aside funds for.
 ͌ You won’t be surprised when a big ticket item comes up if you plan appropriately.
 ͌ Having a budget can help you grow your business.
 ͌ You can plan in time off - that’s right you need to have down time as well.
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What potential new sources of income could you implement in order to increase 
your revenue for 2020?

Perhaps your current service offerings aren’t going to make enough to cover the amount you want 
to make each month. 

This could be looking at your current pricing model and perhaps increasing your prices (or 
structure). 

You could look at adding new products to your offering, perhaps a recurring income membership 
course that will help you make income whilst you sleep.

Start brainstorming some ideas below. Don’t be worried if you don’t know enough about any of 
these yet - you can come back to what you need to sell these products later.

Some ideas are:

Increasing your revenue

 ͌ A downloadable ebook
 ͌ An online course
 ͌ Training program

 ͌ A Membership website
 ͌ Live events
 ͌ Affiliate programs

 ͌ Upsell offers
 ͌ Packages
 ͌ Price increases

Work out your figures for these products (these aren’t concrete numbers). 
What would the projected income from these sources of income be?
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Marketing is no longer just about the 
stuff you make... It's about the story 

you tell.
 

~ Seth Godin ~

Power of the List
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Subscriber List (Database)

What actitivities can you implement in order to grow your list?
e.g. a free download, a video course or other free resources.

Nurturing your list is extremely important. How many times do you plan to email 
your list each month? It is better to keep this consistent.

How many people are currently on your 
database (email list?)

What was your top 3 conversion methods 
in the past year? (If applicable)

What where your least successful 
conversion methods in 2019?

How many people do you want to in-
crease your list to?
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Your Online
Presence

Once you're established and you have 
traffic going to your site, you'll make 

money in your sleep"
 

~ Jess Van Den ~
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Youw Online Presence (Website)

What strategies do you want to implement on your website?
e.g. perhaps you want to increase your site keywords with Google.

We offer a Website Audit service.  

A member of our team will thoroughly analyse your site and 
provide a comprehensive report based on areas of improve-
ment. 
Get in touch with us at info@fearlessfemalecollective.co

What do you think you need to do on your site to help achieve any of these goals.
e.g. maybe your site needs to be mobile responsive, or you need to add an online course.

Do you have a website currently?  Is this website working for you?
Be specific about what you are unhappy (what you can improve on) about and what 
you are pleased with.
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Learn the Power of Outsourcing
You can do anything, 
but not everything -

 
~ David Allen ~
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One thing that can stop you from achieving your goals is trying to do everything. It works well, to 
begin with, but as your business grows doing everything becomes impossible.

That is where delegating comes in. Delegating tasks allows you to manage your time more effec-
tively and get more done.

To start you want to focus on outsourcing the tasks that take away from your income-generating 
projects.

You can outsource to a range of contractors, such as Virtual Assistants, Website Designers,  
marketing companies and more. You can even outsource your personal tasks to professional 
organisers. Or it could be as simple as getting in a cleaner so you can work!

Harnessing the Power of Outsourcing

List any tasks that you currently do that 
you don’t enjoy doing

List any tasks you enjoy doing, but could 
be done just as well by someone else

How many hrs a week could be freed up 
by outsourcing the above tasks?

With those hours what areas of your  
business could you re-focus your enery on?
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Going back to the Goals above for the next 3 months. With each goal area, what 
specific tasks could be outsourced to leverage your time and achieve the desired 
results more efficiently?

Specific Goal Tasks that could be outsourced

e.g. Increase Website
subscribers

Web developer, Copywriter, Search Engine Optimiser, Virtual 
marketing manager
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F: facebook.com/fearlessfemalecollective

I: instagram.com/fearlessfemalecollective
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